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I
IHTRODUUTIOH

Progress in Industrial Engineering has eonsistently

been closely associated with progress in measurement• aaa

aecuracy required for interchangeeble parts in modern pre-

cision equipments became e reality only after years of de-

velopment, refinement, and research in the field of measure-

ment. The Standard Units for linear dimensione were at one

period in history auch inacourste measures as “width of a
‘ man's hand", "the length of a man's foot", or "the normal

reach of a man*s arm", When aocurate standards based on

the Standard Yard were compsratively recently accepted uni-

versally, there remsined a serious problem in developing

instruments that would measure small divisions accurately•

Hass production has mphasised the paramount impor-

tance of human relations in industry. Understanding and

agreement between individuals demand an accurate meaeure of

human effort and aecomplishment„ Time Study with primary

emphasis on Work Simpliflcation has proven so near the an-

swer that it has been subject to unsrranted olaims and

therefore unjuat crit1cism• Instruments for measuring the

accomplishment of individuals have been developed to secu-

raeies beyond ordinary demand• However, the level of per-

formance of the individual remains puroly a matter of human

judgement, unless supported by extensive data taken from
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the measurement of a large number of individuals represent-

ing a true cross section of industrial workers.

Industrial Engineers have developed remarkable skill

in judging the performance of individuals in relation to

that which can be expected from the average worker who has

been reasonably selected and reasonably trained, but simi-

lar skill might have been developed in judging the ”width

of the average man's hand" or "tha length of the average

man's arm". An equitable measure of the time required to

perform specific tasks demands a generally accepted stand-

ard that can be applied directly to the motions used in

performing the task. We would then have a unit of measure

with no more reason for objection than there might be today

_ by someone who thought the yard should be somewhat longer

or somewhat shorter than the accepted standard.

”Hethods-time measurement ia a procedure which ana-

lyzes any manual operation or method into the basic motions

required to perform it and asaigns to each motion a preda-

termined time standard which is determlned by the nature of

· the motion and the conditions under which it is made.“

The principles of the procedure and some of the standard

times for many of the common motions are given in Methods-

Time Measurementl by Harold B, maynard, G. J. Stegmerten,

and John L. Schwab, and published by the heGraw-Hill Book

Company 1948. The definition of the procedure quoted above
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aupears on Page 12 of that book. The authors do not claim

to have established the correct standards in all cases.

They have invited industrial, research, and educational

lnstitutions to cocperste in determining times that can and

should be generally accepted es the Standard Time for each

motion.

The accumulaticn of data with a view toward establish-

ing standard times is a worthy activity that will influence

progress in the same degree other accurate measurements

continue their influence. To add just a little contribu-

tion to the ultimate objective of this work was considered

an ambitious goal for this investigation.
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II
REVIEW OE LITERATURE

Literature on Cranking Mbtions is very limited. The

publication on Methods-time measurementl does not discuss

Cranking. Later Table 9 was published, giving Standard

Times for turning cranks from 1 to 10 inches in diameter in

increments of l inch, and from 10 to 20 inches in incre-

ments of 2 inches. No details of the apearatus used or the

method of determining the times have been found. In any

case an investigation without prejudice was preferred.

The Special Devices Ganter of the Office of Naval

Research has had a umher of studies made to establish the

ccnditions, placement, and orientation of control oranke to

permit maximum performance. None was found dealing with

the standard or nrmal time required. The discussion by

K. 0. W. Sandberg and H. L. Lipschultz on their problem

”Re1ative Performance for Granking a Rad Wheel at Differ-

ent Positions on a Vertical Surface"$ published in pamphlet

form hy the Industrial Engineering Laboratory of New York

University was helpful in considering conditions and vari-

ables to he studied in this investigation.

The report published by The Journal Press, Province-

town, Massachusetts of the work by John David Reed on the

”Factors Influencing Rotary Performance“2 was hlpful in

anticipating the factors involved in the overall problem of
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V
eranking motions. The reeort conceutreted 0:1 maximum per-

formance, rather than normal times. Gomluaions 011 the

disedventagea of using the non-preferred hand were to be

expected, but would be required very iufrequently in

industry,
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III
THE IäVESTIGaTIOH

A. Gbjectivc
·

The field of investigation relative to cranking

motione is extensive. There are many variables that might

occur in applications. It is generally accepted that the

diameter of the crank and the braking force are the major

factors in altering cranking performance. The Methods—

time data table was published for varied diametors. It

was felt the greatest contribution toward the most prompt

general acceptance of a standard would result if the times

published could be verified. It is then necessary to

establish the conditions under which the motion is made.

This can best be done by establishing the limits of all

the possible variables in cranking applications. The most

common variables should be investigated first, extending

them to include any one found or anticipated in the field

es rapidly as possible.

The objective in this investigation was to measure the

time required for an average operator to turn a crank under

average conditions, and discover whether the data substan•

tiates standard times published by the Methods Engineering

Council. The objective also included investigation of the

variables most eommonly found in practical applications.

It was realized that the most important variables might be
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dictatod by conditions arising in the investigation, but

auch things es height from the floor, angle of crank, brako

load, and cranking to a line were anticipotod.
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B. äethod of Procedure

g l„ Aoparatus

The equipment on which the cranhing was done was con-

structed by mounting an automobile differential on a column.

Two machines were built, three feet apart, to permit crenking

simultaneously with both hands. Figure l illustrates the

apparatus. The differential was mounted on a bracket with a

girdle around the column and a screw to reise and lower the

bnacket. Figures 2 and 5 show the machine at different dis-

tances from the floor.

The bracket could be swung about the column similar to

a radial drill press, giving different anglcs of cranking

relative to the body of the operator, as illustrated in

Figures é and 5
h

The differential housing was mounted on a trunnion on

the end of the bracket to permit adjuetment of the vertical

angle of the crank, that is, the plane of the crank relative

to the floor. Figure 6 illustrates the extreme engles pos-

sible, and Figure 7 angles that would be met more commonly.

The differential gears were locked to prevent differen·

tial action, but giving positive drive to both axles. A

T
brake drum was attached to one erle, with a brake band anchor—

ed to the housing. A thumb screw was used to tighten the

brake hand to the dcsired force on the crank. Figure 8

illustrates the brake mechanism. The force required on the
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crank handle was taken es a more critical measure of the

cranking action than was brake load in foot·pounds. The

force was maasured with a Push Full Gage, Figure 9.

The axletopposite the brake was threaded. A pointer

follower was actuated by the thread with the pointer travel-

ing along a blank scale on which could be placed a line at

any point, Figure lO. The line position could be varied in

order to require mental reaction time in each trial rather
'

than permitting the operator to memorize the exact crank lo-

cation where he should stop in coming to a fixed line.

2. Preliminary Investigation und Analysis of Variances

It was proposed to collect data for the investigation

by analysing motion picture film taken with an electric

drive 8 mm., Measurement Gino-Kodak, but there remained s

question as to the best speed for the study. A preliminary

run was made as an aid in deciding this question and other

details of the methods to be used, as well as to discover

any conditions dcmanding control that had not been antioi-

pated.

Another Question calling for a decision was the number

of revolutions of the crank that should be made in each trial.

Sandberg and Lipschultzö found a noticeable increase in time

for a revolution after continuous cranking for more than 50
seconds. They invcstigated maximum performance where this

study is interested in normal effort. Under conditions an-
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ticipated in this investigation, 60 or more revolution;

would be made before reaching the point where a noticeable

change would occur. One run of 40 revolutions was made with-

out a notlceable increase in the time for each revolution.

In industry susteined cranking will usually be mechanized

and hand cranking done only for relatively short adjusting

operations. It was considered adequate to make a detailed

analysis of 18 turns to discover any trend between revolu-

tions.

hotion plctures were taken of one operator with the

camera running at 1000 frames per minute and with it running

at 4000 frames per minute. One of the mechanics in the VPI

machine shop turned the crank 18 revolutions, starting from

rest and bringing the crank to a complete stop. Six runs

were made with the plane of the crank parallel to the oper-

ator's body and six with the crank penpendicular, 90°, to

his body. Three runs at each angle were photographed at

1000 FFM and three 4000 FFH. This gave a total of 216 times

for turning a erank one revolution. The analysis of vari—

anos is tabulated in Table 1.

The analysis of additional revolutions with 15 degrees

of freedom, i.e. between revolutions exoluding the first

and last, is a breakdown of the 17 degrees of freedom be-

tween all revolutions. The data for the analysis of variance
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between individuals was taken from 6 later run of a large

number of enerators. It is distinct from the preliminary

experiment.

Table 1

Analysis of Variante

Degrees _
of Sum Variance

Freedom of squares
Between trials by

one ¤•erator .000,000,45 .000,000,2E
Parallel vs 00* to 4

o•erator*s bo• 1 .000 016 80 .000 016 00
000 rames per

minute vs 4000 FFM 1 .000,000,0Q .0O0,000,09

Between revolutiona 17 .000,214,4e .000,012,0l

Interaetiona‘ 194 .O00,064,59 .000,000,5ö

Total 215 .000,502 ,

17Betweenrevolutioneexeludi¤„
let & last 15 .0O0,000,00 .000,000,0ö

=e ween rs. an•
last revelution 1 .000,014,6ö .000,014,6B

First and last vs
additional turns 1 .000 190 91 .000 190 91

Total
between revolutione _17 .000,214,4a

Between individuals 92' .000,258,4ö .00,002,81

The analysis ahowed that there eas no significant ad~

vantage in running the camera at 400 frames ter minute,

while of course 1000 FPH had a four to one advantage in the
l

film required und time for analysis of the film.
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Variability within the additional revolutions was

somewhat less than the inherent variability of the experi-
_ ment. The first and last turns were radically different

from the additional turns and from each other. A signifi-

cant difference in the first and in the last turn was an-

ticipated, but it was thought possible that others, perheps

the second or the next to last, might also show a signifi-

cent difference. In view of the preliminary experiment end

the analysis it was decided to average only five revolu-

tions except in special cases to be discussed later.

The variability between different trials by one oper-

ator and between triels by different operators were found

comparable. The decision to use five different operators

can be considered arbitrary, but it is in aocordance

withcommonpractice.

5. äethod of Analysis

The motion pictures were analysed by projecting the
· film onto a beaded screen with a Keystone Projector. The

projector was equipped with a hand crank and a counter.V
With the short cycles involved, the hand crank was pre-

ferred over the electric control box. This was arranged to

reduce with each turn, nermitting e direct substraction for

the time interval in thousandths of a minute. Kodachrome

film proved to be a definite advantage in accurately
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distinguishing the exact frame for finger motions. The

flash color of the hand gave a clear contrast against the

machine parts. The outline of the Fingers and elight mo-

tion was much clearer than with ordinary black and white,

where the two are only slightly different shedea of gray.

The film having been exposed at 1000 frames per min-

ute, gave a time interval of 0.00100 minutes between frames.

Graphs of data where the readings were in even thousandths

of e minute, 1.6., in multiples cf one hundred hundredths

of thousandths of a minute, were plotted using a time scale

of one half inch for each 100 hundredths of thoueandths of

e minute. The time for each additional revolution was tak-

en frm the average of five additional turne made in the

trial, therefore resulted in times in multiples of 0.00020

hundredths of thousandths of a minute. The times for addi-

tional turns showed less variability than did the times for

the first turns and the last revolution, resulting in a
”

much eloser eluster. To show the data more clearly, charts

for additional revolutions were plotted using a time scale

ef one inch for each 100 hundredths of thousandths of a

minute. This must be ke·t in mind in comparing any trends

for additional revolutions with the trends for the first or

last revolution.
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C. Gonolusions

It was decided the best results would be obtained by

projeoting 8 mm, kodachrome film, taken at 1000 frames per

minute.

About 100 inividuels from the etudents, staff members

of the industrial engineering department, and shop mechanics

at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, cranking as nearly es

possible with normal effort, was thought would give a good

average time.
—

Investigation of variables, in mst cases, were to be

made with five meohanics„

Each trial was to include a first revq1u¤1¤s, five

additional or intermediate turns, and a lest revolution,

Several exceptions to this last decision were expected, but

they will be discussed under the investigation involved.
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. A V
DISCUSSION OF dB3ULT5

A.§ggM.Mmw

In this study the commonly accepted definition of a

Normal Time is used, namely, the time required by an opera-

tor of average skill, reasonably selected end reasonably

trained, working with average efüort, to make the motion

under average conditions,

A A 1, Average Conditions

One objective of this investigation was to measure the

time required for an average operator to turn a crank under

average conditions, The time indicated was then to be com-

pared with the methods-time data published by the Methods

Engineering Council for use in Methods-Time Measurement,

A
To find the prevaillng average relative to each condi-

- tion under which cranking is done would have required ex-

A
tensive investigation, It was only important to have a

V
point of comparison that was reasonable and not at some

. extreme.t Hanse no investigation was made to determine the
‘

actual average crank diameter, brake load, height from the

floor, or any other condition existing in industrial appli-

A A cations of cranking, Instead, average conditions were

taken from experience,
L

Nine inches was selected for the diameter of the crenk
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on the basis of a general impression that it would be close

to a normal size. It certainly is not an extreme, regard-

less of the actual average of all cranks used in industry

Nine inches for the diameter of the crank is one point

that appears in the methode·t1me data tables an therefore

can be compared directly with the present standard.

Host applications require a measurable force to turn

the crank• Again, the average for all applications in in-

dustry er the universe is unknown but it was judged from

experience that four pounde was a reasonable condition. In

the same way about weist high or 36 inchee from the floor,

with the plane of the orank parallel to the operator's body

were considered normal conditions.
A

2. Avergge Qperator

A proper group for time study should preferably be

reasonably selected, reasonably trained, and exert normal

effort. A cross section of the student body at a technical

inetitution should give a good average. Possible opinion

that they do not represent normal is appreeiated. They may

have been from an above normal group, but they had not been

selected for their dexterity or aptitude for the type of

activity under investigation, nor had they had even average

training in the motione involved. They all had some train-

ing in shop work but no appreciable experience. A group



estimate of normal effort was used to pass them at e rate

that could be maintained indefinitely. The shop men used

for other investigations were included as well as members

of the industrial engineering staff. Approximately one

hundred individuals were considered a good number in view

of the time required end the aocuraey of results from the

data.

5. Method cf Investggation of Normal Times

For average times, an analysis of the first turn,

five additional turns, and e last turn, was considered

Iufficient. Losses at the ends of rolle and due to defeo·

tive develooing of the film, resulted in 95 loops that

could be aalyzed. Therefore, data was colleoted from mo-

tion pictures of 95 individuals, turning a nine inch di-U
ameter crank, 56 insbes from the floor, parallel to the

operator‘s body with a four pound brake load.

4. Results from Investigation of Normal Times

The frequency distribution of the time taken by 93

individuals for the first revolution is charted in Figure

ll, and the average for five additional revolutions in
I

Figure 12. The average for the first revolution was

0.01070 minutes, and for the sucoeeding revolutions was

0.00802 minutes. The average time for the last revolu-

tion was 0.01159 minutes and is charted in Figure 15.
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A statistieal analysis of the data was made to indi-

cate the aeouraoy of the mean for 93 individuals with var-

iability es shown in the frequency distributions, in other

words, the limits within which the mean would fall in 95

out of 100 repetitions of the same experiment with 95 in-

dividuals from a population of operators with the same

skill, training, und exerting the same effort• The results

of the oalculations are tabulated in Table 2, along with

the eorresponding Methods-Time Data and a comparison.Table 2 p
Normal Times ”

-

Investistion Differenoe
pper wer Methods- ·

Limit Keen Limit time Data Upper Mean Lower

First turn 1118 1070 1.022 TL; .1. _-34 y ·eß%Ü . ‘

Additional 857 802 76*7 840 -5 -38 -75
turns -0.4% -5% -9565

Last turn 1205 1159

1080Timesin hundredths of thousandths of a minute

Comparing the times for additional revolutions showed

that the MTM standard was very close to the upper limit

found in this study, althhugh it is five percent longer

than the mean. Likewise, the first turn is somewhere be-

tween three and twelve percent longer, or seven pereent
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longer than the mean. It is a oossibility that the eati-

mate of normal in this investigation was high, that the

operators did actually perform at about 105% or 107% or-

mal. Methods-time Data Tables give time values for the

first and additional revolutions only. This study foun

the last turn to be appreciably longer than the other rev-

olutione made after the first.

Turning a crank es in an Resch or Move motion ine

cludes acceleration and deceleration. If the crank were

tured only one revolution, both aoceleration and decel-

eration would occur in that one revolution. If the orank

were turned two revolutions, acceleration would occur in

the first and deceleration in the second. Preliminary in-

vestigation, Page 25, showed that the only significant

difference in turne occurred in the first and last for any

reasonable number of succeasive turns. In other words, it

was shown that acceleration was completed in the first turn

and deceleration did not normally begin until the last turn

had started. _
u

It might simplify calculations made in industrial

practice to inolude both acceleration and deceleration in

Standard Time for the first revolution, making it necessary

then to add only an average time for each additional turn.

In that case, the increment of time of the last turn over

the average for additional turns, should be added to the

l
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obaerved times for the first turn, to give a figure that

will permit caloulation of time required for several turns

as suggested above. This may have been the intention in

the methods-time data.

Analysis of film reveeled that there res an element or
”Ho1d”

involved in the last revolution. Data for the last

turn was broken into actual time the crank continued in
‘

motion during the last revolution, Figure 14, and the delay

previous to release, Figure 15. The "Hold" or
“Deley“

is

the time obaerved between the moment the crank wos deceler·

ated to zero and the time the operator released the crank

permitting the nexx move. The "Ho1d" element hegen with

. the frame unsre rotation from the previous frame was last

apperent, to the frame just previous to the one where the

fingern could be seen to have opened their grip on the

orank handle.

The average time that the lest revolution was in mo•

tion was 0.00982 minutes, end the average time the crank

was held before Release Load wea 0,00157. Thus this study

indicetes that the last revolution oontinuea in motion for

an appreoiably longer time than other additional revolutions

The inorement of the last turn in motion, without the
”Höld"

time, over the average for additional revolutions was

0,00180. It was 0.00142 minutes longer than the HTH stand-
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dard for additional revolutions. The investigation failed

to verify standards published in methods—time data.

In view of the discrepaney it was decided to include

in the analysis, times taken for investigation of other var-

iables in the later part of this study. Therefore all the

data that were accumulatsd under conditions determined to

be normal, were added together. There were 95 trials

for sveragss; 100 trials with varied heights; 45 trials at

varied angles; 24 trials with varied brake loads; 12 trials

with varied brake loads but ersnking 900 to the body; 50

trials cranking to a line with varied brake loads; and 24

trials cranking to a line with varied brake loads but orank·

ing 90° to the body. This gave a total of 528 trials from

‘
which to calculate averages, as against the 95 originally

planned for that purpose. As was pointed out under the

analysis ef variance, the variability of the same operator

in different trials was about the same as that for differ-

ent individuals. The investigations of variables gas based

on a study of the same five men in the VPI Machine Shop.

' The values observed are tabulated in Table 5.

Dividing the total time by the total number of runs

gives an overall average time for the first revolution of

0.00970 minutes; for each additional revolution 0.00700

minutes; and for the last turn, 0.01120 minutes. If the

thfßß 8V9?¤E6$ are added together, they give a total



figure for a first, plus one additional revolution-, plus e.

last turn of 0.02790 mimltes. The total is very close to

the figure obtained by adding a first and two additional

revolutions using methods-tune data, ieße 0.02852 minutes.

_ Table 5.
1

First Additional Last
Revolution Revolutions Revolution

Ave. ota Ave. Total Ave. Total
Trials Time Time Trials Time Time Trials Time Time

95 x 1070 :99510 V 95 x 802: 74586 95 x 1159 :105927
100 1: 928 =92800 -100 x 621 = 62100 100 x 1155 :115500
45 x 982 :44190 45 sc 680 :50600 45 1: 1090 = 49050
24 x 987 :25688 24 x 745 :17880 24 x 1000 : 24000
12 x 900 =10800 12 x 665 = 7956 12 1; 925 == 11100
50 1: 877 :26510 50 x 658 :19740 50 x 1187 = 55610
24 x 917 :22008 24 x 702 :16848 24 x 1187 :28488

519506 528 229710 528 567475

Time values in hundredtha of thousandths of a minute

The present status of time study and therefore current

V accumulation of standard data necessarily involves human

judgement of the level of performance during the study, 1.6.,

an individual or group eonception of normal. The judgement

of the writer was that the performance of the individuals

used in the study was only average. This estimate was ver- °

ified by other experienced time study men who observed some

of the trials es they were being run.

It was not considered sdvisable to suggest a standard

time for cranking motions based on data on one diameter only,

Grank diameter is re-cognized as the major factor in crank·-
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ing times. This study indieated that the standard time

published in methods-time data should be altered , but

further studies should be made on a wide range of diameters

and times from the resulting curve for a tabulation appli-

oable to specific diameters.

There may be some advantage in the field to calculate
T

the time required for a cranking job by taking the stand-

ard time for a first turn which included an increment for a

last turn and adding the product of additional turns and

the standard time for each additional turn. However, it

would be helpful in continued research and investigations

of cranking motions to keep them separate. In fact, fur-

ther investigation should be made into whether or not a

single revolution of a crank would normally be made in the

time calculated as just suggested. There is a possibility

that if acceleration and deceleration take place in one rev-

olution, that the time required would not be the same as

the average time for a first revolution plus the increment

for the deceleration of the last revolution. There might

even be some doubt about only two revolution requiring the

standard time for a first revolution and a last revolution

as indioated when a larger number of turns are made. This

‘ suggests further research on both questions.
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5. Genelueion

(1). It was therefore ooneluded that further investigation

should be made over a wide range of diemeters establishing

standard times for the first revolution; each additional

revolution; and the lest revolution in oranking motions•

Further investigation should be made to eetablieh times fer

one; two; end up to five revolutions, if they are found to

be different from times for a larger number.

(2) The time required for the first revolution in orank—

ing motions appears to be longer then published in methods-

time data,

.(5) The time required for the last revolution is definitely

longer than for other additional turns,
(4) The standard time for additional revolutions indicated

by this study for a nine inoh diameter erank is shorter than

the time published by methods·t1me data.
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B• Vggied Heights _
Good design dictates the location of cranks as conven-

iently as possible to the operator. Studies have been made

of the optimum location and orientation, but so far es had

been observed they did not consider the average times re-

quired to perform the operation. However, the part of the
u

machine te be adjusted, or importance of other considere-

tions might dictate the location of a erank in a less fa-

vorable position. The height of oranks as found on equip-

ment in comon use varies appreciably. The concern of this

investigation was to discover the limits between which

standard time for normal conditions could be applied.

l. Qgeratigg Gondgtions

The important consideration is the orientation of the

crank relative to the operator and it would be determined as

much by the position of the operator es of the orank. hat

applications of cranking are on operations where the opera-

tor is working from a standing position. Practical consider-

ations dictate that the operator‘s knees establish the lower

limit and the operator'e shoulder the upper lhuit. Using

an 8-3/4 inch crank, a range of 22 inches from the floor to

64 inches above the floor for the axis of the crank gives

an extreme travel of the crank handle from 17% to 68% inohes.
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It was dßsirad to hold all other conditions mnrmal

and iuvostigata the influence of variad h6ights• Thera-

fora height was vmriad holding the following conditions

constaut, 1-oranking clockwisog E- plane of cramk parallel

to body; 5—¤0 load. An investigation of thß effect of

brßka load had not been made ab this point, but many appli-

‘ cationa are gaarad to require very little force and free _

operation without any raaistsnca other than tho frictiou of

the mechanism was decided upon. Tha fristion of the ma-

machinas used was so slight that the force ou the crank uas

uot measurable with tha gaga used.

2. äpbjaata Stud1¤d°

ihm subjects for the investigation vors five mschanics

frem tha VPI shops. Each operator turned the crauk seven

ravolutions, starting from rast amd briuging the orauk tu

a complete stop. This gave a first revolution, five iutar•

madiata revoluuiona, und a last r6v0lutiou• In order to

„ include only the time required in tha ”Ho1dV element of the

last revolution to enable the operator to bc sure the crank

had been brought to complete rest und adjust himself for

the next motion, soma motivation was considered essential.

Thcrafora a reach to the center of the craxk, as though it

ware a tool or control button was included as part of the

cycle and was parformed each tr1¤1• The electric drive
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camera was started es the operator reached for the crank

and was stopped when he had reachod to the center of the

crank,

3, Method of Investigation of Veried Hogghts
T

The investigation of varied heights was carriod out by

taking motion pictures at 1000 frames per minute of five

different operators, working from a standing position, turn-

ing an 8-3/4 inch crank, with no load, orientated in a plane

parallel to the body of the operator. Data was collected

for the time required for the-first revolution, five inter-
_

mediate revolutions, and for the last revolution, This was

repeated for each setting of the crank from 22 inches in

increments of 2 inches to 36 inches from the floor, 40

inches, and in increments of 2 inchos from 44 to 646

4. Discussion of Reaults

The times observed in this part of the investigation

were plotted on Figures 16, 17, and 19, A study of the

chart did not indicate any significant difference in the

time required to turn the crank, as long as it was located

at a point between 22 inches and 64 inches from the floor;

The average for additional revolutions at all locations,

was 621 hundredths of thousandths of a minute. The lowest

average, 574, occurred at 50 inches. The highest average,
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662 occurred at then different points, 40, 62, and 64

inohes. The average times were random and gave no indi-

eation of trend. The same was true for the first and last

revolutions, there was no significant trend relative to the

height from the floor.

Ho doubt there are extremen of height above the floor

and dietanoes below the floor level where the time required

would be inereased. Ho production equipent intended for

operation from a standing position has been obeerved where

cranke were located beyond the points inveatigated. It

was oonoluded that the standard time for cranking opera-

tions could be applied without connidering the location

er height of the crank above the floor. If ltmltations are

required to prevent improper une, they would have to be

placed at 18 inohes for the lowest travel of the ersnk han-

dle, and 68 inehes for the highest.

5. Goncluaions 4

The Standard Time for Oranking Hotions aan be applied

whonever the extreme travel of the crank handle does not go

below 18 inohes from the floor on which the operator stands

or beyond 68 inches above the floor.
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C, Yaried ggglee

Granks on machine tools are placed at various angles

to the floor, and if the plane of the orank is perpendicu-

ler to the floor it may be orienteted at various anglcs to

the operator's body, It was decided to inveetigate the

effect on standard time reaulting from erientation at ver—

icue anglee to the operetor's body,

1, Qgeratigg Gonditione

A majority of industrial workers prefer the right hand

for performing motions, For normal right·han operation, it

seemed highly tmprobable that a designer would consider it

. advisable or necessary to orientate the crank other than the

angles taken in e counter~clockwiee direction from parallel

to 90° to the operator*s body, Angles taken in a clock-

wise direction seemed more natural for left hand operation

and seldom required for the right hand, and orientating a

\orank beyond 90° would require an awkward reach around the

crank, However, in order to observe the effect, it was de-

cided to inveetigate the effect if the crank were orientated

es much ae l5° in a clockwiee direction and operated with

. the right hand, and also erientating it as much ae lO5° in

a counter·clockwise direction, It was thought that any

trend could be obeerved by an investigation of each l5° cngle

in the quandrant most commonly used,
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It was felt that the effect of variation in the eagle

of the crank would be increased at the extremen of height

from the floor, that any disadvantsge resulting from angu-

. ler orientation would have less effect at the heights nor-

mally placed. Therefore the crank axis was located 64

inohes from the floor for this investigation. Ho further

complieation in the conditions were wanted, hence_the 8-ä/4

inch crank was used, operating frecly without any brake load.

2. Subjects Studied

The same five mechanies from the VPI shop were used
as opsrators. Each operator turned the orank seven revo-I
lutione at each of the nine angulsr settings. They again

started from rest, turning the crank a first, five inter-

mediate an bringing the crank to a complete stop in the

last revolution; then reaching to the center of the crank.

3. Method of Investigation of Varied ggglea

The investigation of varied anglos was made by a

study of five operators, turning an 8—3/4 inch crank, 64

inches above the floor, with no load. Data was oollected

for the time required for the first revolution, five inter-

mediate revolutions, and for the last revolution. Trials

were repeated for the crank l5° in a clockwiee direction

parallel to the body of the operator, and each lt°in a
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counter-clockwise direction up to and including 105Ü.

4. Discussion of Results

The investigation of the effect of having the plane
I

of the crank at varied angles to the body of the operator

did not indicate a signifieant difference for the range

_ studied. The average times for additional revolutions were

plotted on Figure 19. The times for the first revolution

end the last revolution were charted on Figure 20 and 21.

The differences in time were no larger than must be ex-

pected from different triels under exactly the same con,

ditions.

Even though trials were run at settings l5° beyond

any orientation likely to be used, further rotation of the

plane of the crank would in all probabiltty result in a

longer time required for turning the crenk. It was felt

that only the quadrant from parallel to 90° should be con-

sidered normal, but the study indicates°that there is a

safety factor which eliminates the possibility of a slight

englo beyond the quadrant destroying the epplicability of
‘4

standard times in such cases.

This conclusion was verified by studies of the effect

of varied hrake load, and the investigation of cranhing to

A a line. In the case of varied breke load, Figure 25, t

tendency to take slightly less time for cranking when the
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erank was 900 to the body was noted; In the case of orank—

ing to a line, Figure Sl, the tendency was to take slightly

less time when the crank was parallel to the body• In both

cases the difference was less than must be expected from

any =eriee of trials with conditions held oonstant.

Although mounting cranks with the plane of rotatlon

perpendioular to the floor is the most common practice,

they are frequent1y‘mounted in a horizontal plane. They

are also mounted at odd angles both to the floor and to the

operator'e body. The effect of such variation on the time

required to turn the crank should he inveetigeted at some

later date.

5, Conclusionsl

The Standard Time for Granhlng Motions can be applied

whenever the plane of rotation of a crank perpendicular to

the floor ie orientated anywhere in the forward, right hand

quadrant•
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· D. Varied Brake Leads

John David Reed in his Factors Influoncing Rotary

Performanceä foun that the braking force was one of the

factors showing the greatest effect. This can be readily —

accepted. His investigation made a study of maximum per-

formance only} and did not give times that could be com-

pared with methods-time data; Progressive industry con!

centrates on developing methods and equipment that require

the least effort on the part of workers, and would tend to

increase the diameter of a crank in order to keep the force

required low. It is therefore important to know when re-

duced effort reduees the time required for cranking. and

how much it is_reduced in order to balance that advantage

against the disadvantage of a longer time resulting from an

increased diameter.

l. Ogeratigg conditions

In the investigation of Normal Times it was assumed

· that a four pound force required to turn the crank could

be accepted as a normal condition. Many applications re•

quire very little effort andyit seemed impractical to

anticipate an extremely heavy loading for efficient hand

operation. It was also thought that a unit increment in
T

the brake load would have a more significent effect between

light loadings than at heavier loads. It was decided to
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investigate the time required to turn the crenk when run

ning free, with brake loeds of 1, 2, 5, 4, 5, and 6 pounds

end with 8 and 10 pounds„ aaa brakiug load was adjusted es

discussed on Page 12 and illustrated in Figure 8, and the

force required on the crank handle was meesured with a

Push Pull Gage as discussed on Page 19 and illustrated in

Figure 9. This method lande itself to measurements of a

particular work situation better then does the cslculation

of brake load in foot pounds„ An ordinsry spring scale or

a Push Pull Gage is usually available in aua plant. when
”

'running free, the force that was required on the crank

hanle to overccme the friction of the mechanism could not

be measured accurately with the gage used, The force was

approximately one quarter poud or less.

It seemed possible that brake load might effect crank-

ing motions parallel to the operator's body more than with

the plane of the crenk perpendieular to the body, In the

letter case the muscles of the upper arm might be used more

effectively• Even though an earlier investigation indi-

cated the angle st which the crank was orientated had no

effect on the average time for orsnking motions under ¤or•

mal conditions, it was felt worth while to investigate the

possibility that it might under certain brahe load condi-

tions •

The axie of the crank in this investigation was held
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at a normal height from the floor. weist high was consid-

ered normal, and 36 inches was selected ae the height to

be used. The diameter of the crank was 6-6/4 insbes, again

one of the commonly used siaes.
I

2; Subjects Studied

Four operators were studicd cranking parallel and two

turning the crank in a plane perpendicular to the body.

The usual method of starting from rest, making a first,

five intermediate turns, and e last revolution, followed by

a reach, was the cycle for this study.

5. Method of Investigation of Varied Brake Leeds

The investigation of the effect of varied brake loads

was made by a study of four operators, turnihg an 8•3/4

inch orank, 56 inchcs above the floor, and orientated in

a plane parallel to the operator's body. Another series .

of trials on two operators was made under the same condi-

A tions except with the orenk oricntated in a plane 90° to

the operator's body. Data was ccllected on the time re-

quired when the crank was turned with zero brake load;

from one pound, in increments of one pound, up to and in-

cluding six pounds; and at eight and ten pounds.

j 4. Discussion of äesults
The times observed for oranking parallel to the body

were plotted on Figures 22, 23, and 24. The average times
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cranking 90° to the body_were plotted on Figure 25,

along with the average times for oranking parallel. The

data shows only a elight tendency for slower times with

increased brake load, but did indicate a trend. Granking

I
at 906 followed the same pattern as parallel but at a

slightly lower level.

Methods•Time Measurementl recognizes the tendency for,

weight to increase the time for a "Move“, Page 65, and

methode—time data includes a factor of 1.03 to increase
6

the time required for a Move, when the weight exceeds five

pounds but docs not exceed ten pounds. Granking is a var-

iation of hove and possibly should ho treated in a similar

Iway.
7

.

The factor for increased brake loads, and the point

at which it should first be applied to cranking mtione,

must be established by comparing times with the standard

for normal operation. If the standard time for normal

operation is questionsd, the points recommended would be

open to the same question. It was thought best to delay

definite recomendations until after further research de—

signed to establish standard times for cranking motione

under normal conditions.
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5• Conelusions

Inereased brake load increases the time required for

cranking motions•__The Standard Time can be applied if the

force required to turn the crank does not exeeed some value

lying between four and ten pounds. Further study will be

required to establish both the factor to be applied and the

exact point where it should first be applied.
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E. Varied Brake Leads to a Line

An investigation of the effect of Cranking to a Line

was made. It was felt that there might be a tendency to

decelerste for several turne as the operator approeched

the line, or that conscioue effort to prevent going beyond

the line might require a longer time for the last turn.

Also, the effect ef approaching a line might very with the

resistance to the turning effort.

1. Qperatigg Conditions

The investigation did not take into account extremely

accurate adjustment to a line or dimension. The apparatus

is described on Pages 12 and 19 with an illustration in

Figure 10, Page 20. The width of line to which the point—

er was turned required that the erenk come to complete

rest with-in a quarter ef a revolution. The line was lo-

cated in e different place fer each trial. It therefore

required visual and muscular coordination to bring the

erank to rest with the pointer on the line, es against

memorizing some point of angular rotation to loeate the

line. The operator was required to turn the pointer to

the line and was”hot permitted te reverse direction end

bring it back in case the mointer passed the line. Failure

to stop the crank with—in a quarter of a·turn, either did

not bring the pointer up to the line or carried it past.
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that orientation in the forward, right hand quadrant, has 

no effect on the time required for cranking motions. 

5. Conclusions 

Standard Times for Cranking Motions can be applied for 

the first, each additional revolution, and the last revolu-

tion in applications where the objective is to adjust some 

point to a definite line. This conclusion holds provided 

the accuracy of alignment can be accomplished within a 

quarter revolution of the crank. 
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v 
CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions drawn from this investigation were -

1. Further investigation should be made over a wide 

range of diameters to establish standard times for the 

first revolution; each additional revolution; and the last 

revolution; in cranking motions. 

2. The time required for the first revolution in crank• 
·, 

ing motions appears to be shorter than the published meth-

ods-time data. 

3. The time required for the last revoluti~n is defi-

nitely longer than for other additional turns. Existing 

methods-time data does not differentiate the last turn from 

other additional revolutions. 

4. The standard time for additional revoluti~ns indi-

cated by this study for a nine inch diameter, cr:4.nk is· short-

er than the published methods-time data. 

5. The Standard Times found in' this investigation for 

Cranking Motions should be limited to appl·icati9ns where -

a. The crank handle does not reach a point lower than 

18 inches from the floor on which the operator stands. 

b. The crank handle does not reach a point higher than 

68 inches above the floor on-which the operator st?.nds. 

c. The crank mounted on a horizo:~').tal axis and to be 

operated with the right hand is operated in a plane 
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parallel to the operator's body or orientated in the 

forward, right hand quadrant. 

d. The force required to turn the crank does not exceed 

a definite number of pounds. This study indicates the 

point should be somewhere between four and ten pounds. 

The limiting force could be readily established in re-

lation to the average time found in this study, or to 

the standard published in methods-time data. The 

point should be determined by the relationship with 

the average, and therefore should be finally estab-

lished by comparison with the finally accepted stand-

ard time. 

e. Standard Times are applicable to cranking motions 

when the objective is to bring some point into align-

ment, provided the accuracy of alignment is satisfac-

tory if accomplished within a quarter revolution of 

the crank. The accuracy of alignment would vary with 

the ratio between the crank rotation and movement of 

the point controlled. This study only investigated an 

accuracy requiring stopping the crank within a quarter 

turn and found cranking to a line could be done in the 

average time for average conditions. 
, 
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VI 
SUMMARY 

As was discussed in the Introduction to this thesis, 

Page 5, Industry needs a generally accepted standard meas ... 

ure that can be applied directly to the motions used in 

performing a task. Only by uncovering differences in ex-

perience, finding the fundamental reasons for the differ-

ences, and establishing a means of bringing them into 

agreement, can the objective be realized. Disagreement in 

the measurement of a variable is in no way discouraging. 

The collection of data from a wide range of sources and 

investigations will result in the best average and accept-

able standard for universal use. 

Further investigation to establish times for cranking 

motions over the practical range of crank diameters and 

coordination with industry in the area has been planned. 

Establisb.ing the next most important .factor, that of brake 

load, limiting the application of normal times, will then 

be a relatively short step, as will establishing an inere-

ment factor for increased resistance to rotation. 

There is some question as to whether the conclusion 

made in the preliminary investigation, to the effect that 

only the first and last turn differed significantly from 

other turns, would hold if a lesser number of complete 
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revolutions were made. Additional studies should be made 

to investigate the probability of only one, two, three, or 

four turns in addition to the first and last, requiring 

the same average time this investigation found to be the 

same for all additional turns of five or more. The proba-

bility of making only two turns in the time required for 

a first turn plus a last turn should also be investigated. 

Another study is required to establish a time for one 

single revolution, where both acceleration a~d deceleration 

occur in the same revolution. It may be that a single turn 

would usually be accomplished in the time for a first turn 

plus the differential between the last turn and other ad-

ditional turns, but a study is required to establish the 

validity of such a deduction. 

This investigation seemed conclusive in establishing 

a broad latitude for height of crank from the floor, angle 

of crank, and controlled stopping point. It is hoped that 

any disagreement of other investigators or observed in 

practice will be reported to permit prompt investigation 

of the factors discovered. 
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